
Limb-itless is rehabilitation centre for amputees, to create a community which offers 
access to creative therapies for the mind through: art, music, drama, writing and dance, 

and access to safe sport to ensure amputees are learning new ways of keeping fit and 
adapting to the physical challenges of losing a limb. In collaboration with the charity - 
Limb Power to provide a hub designed entirely for the user, applying univeral design 
principles to create a seamless environment for the ease of use through mobility and 

dexterity.

The concepts of the designs are inspired by the user, for instance the main idea being 
movement of the joints in the body to create barrier-free environments and flexible 

spaces through rotating, gliding and hinged ranges of motion. Also the theory of 
amputation with something being taken away, and applying this to the existing 

structure. And finally the additon of a prosthetic, the modern intervention altering the 
building. 

 
Due to the Nature of the project, with movement as a key feature of Limb-itless’ concept 
design, the process of developing physical models was key in communicating my ideas, 
with considerable care of having detailed meanings behind every decision therefore I 

feel my work is relevant to the Craft and Making Category  

1831
William John 
Little, 
developed club 
foot due to 
Poliomyelitis. 
There was no 
cure.

1836  
Little visited 
Louis Strohmayer 
(Abroad)  where 
he successfully 
operated on club 
foot.

1838 
Foundation of 
supporters for the 
hospital where 
the institution 
was called the 
Cure of Clubfoot 
and other 
deformities 

1893 
234 Great 
Portland street 
opened.

1880
Rebuilding was 
approved with 
the expected cost 
of £7500, and 
the building was 
to be of french 
renaissance of 3 
stories to provide 
beds for 40 
patients, 
including 
electicity.

1860
The (National) 
Hospital was 
established at 56 
Bolsover street.

1851
The committee 
was formed and 
the city hospital 
became the 
second 
metropolitan 
hospital, due to 
the work of the 
Royal Hospital 
600 patients were 
on the waiting 
list.

1903 
The Amalga-
mation of all 3 
Metropolitan 
Hopsitals meeting 
first took place.

1907
All hospitals 
accepted the 
amalgamation, 
Comitee 
managed the 
Royal National 
Orthopeadic 
Hospital.

1909
234 Great 
portland street 
hospital with 200 
beds 

1946 
Royal National 
Orthopaedic 
Hospital moved 
to Stanmore 

Today
Currently the 
Portland 
hospital for Wom-
en and 
Children 

1843
The Royal 
Hospital was the 
first 
metropilitan 
orthopeadic 
hosptials which 
helped 620 
outpatients and 
40 inpatients.

Cholmeley, J. A. (1985) (Digimaps, 2022)(Digimaps, 2022) Cholmeley, J. A. (1985)[image 

Note: This icon represents a video linked. 
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Graph representing the most common amputations, (Data collected from Mossa, 2012).
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The Concepts
Light

Existing Building 
and new intervention 

Gliding Movement
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Amputee Cyborg Theme 

Private, semi-private and 
Public Spatial Arrangement

Steel Frame Structure of Host 
Building

Hinging Movement 

Voids

Glass Extension / Prosthetic

New intervention techniques 
shown through acrylic and the 
existing building being 
represented through plywood 

Model Moves along the structure,  
much like the bespoke designs 
shown here where a table moves 
up and down the existing 
structure and the bar moves side 
to side betweeen structure.

Technical model showcasing 
a main design element of the 
building which is an independant 
structure which rotates to 
different allow flexibility of 
circulation points.  

Inner form represents the 
primary user which is the 
amputee, for both upper and 
lower limb losses.

Cyborg can be defined as the 
inorganic and organic which is 
represented through material 
use,  within the space this theme 
is continued however technology 
helps assist with the constant use 
of the space.
Arcylic representing the 
in-organic and Plywood 
representing the organic.

Spatial arrangement is included in the model, 
the private area is represented through the 
plywood inner form, also seen to the right in 
blue for the long stay users. 
The semi-private area is represented through 
the frosted acrylic met in the middle of the 2 
forms in the model, and in the design it is the 
voids and private circulation spaces.
The public area is represented as clear acrylic, 
in green on the right, and where rehabilitation 
of therapies takes place

1900’s Steel frame structure 
encases the inner forms, much 
like the host building encasing 
everything inside.  

Large scale moving application of  
concept on the extention facade, 
represented through the clear 
acrylic.

Voids within the ‘steel frame’ 
represents the voids in the new 
interention design as seen in the 
sections . 

Example of an interior moving 
piece where Reception desk 
connects to the existing structure 
and moves to allow passage for 
visitors to ener the space.

Overall, the light enlightens everything 
inside the structure which represents the light be-
ing relit within the user after undergoing a loss of 
identity and trauma from losing a limb, the pur-
pose of the rehabilitation facility is to restore the 
light and confidence, which is what the light of the 
model represents,

Click HERE to see gliding movement 

Click to see gliding movement 

 Click HERE to see rotating movement

Click HERE to see hinge movement

Click HERE to see the concept 
model being constructed.

https://youtube.com/shorts/wpOPO_yoHDE?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/28dFthLvCg8?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/DOICaLm6lOU?feature=share
https://youtu.be/ePIMv_r7hJE
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Reception

Unisex Toilets Security

Private Entrance
Public Entrance

Cafe

Kitchen

Staff Room

Staff Toilet

Private circulation

Storage

1st Floor
Basement

PavementPavement

N

Private Lift

+300mm level

Ramp increases in height which matches the
 floor level of the internal building,

Gradient from the street level shown in
elevation A shows the need for a ramp to

this entrance too.

+220mm level

+237mm level
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Automatic doors opening at touch of a button Telecom for automatic doors, controlled through fob or connected call to reception

Control point for
tunnel and front
automatic doors

Staff Circulation

Brought of from the all for
ease of wheelchair access

Shelving Shelving

Dumb waiter to be installed

Waiting station for serving
and clearing food

geypson board 2x 15mm

Existing fire
 escape

Area for chairs to be stacked out the
way when table is folded to wall

table folds from wall

Table that moves up and
down existing structure

Flexible space hinged from the
 wall to hide stacked chairs

when not in use

Public Circulation

762mm Wheel chair
 accessible desk

1016mm Reception
desk

Accessible Unisex WCWC WC

Public Lift

45
2

1655

3900mm

2400mm

1650mm

2100mm

Upper Canopy

Upper Rotating motored mechanism

Single glazed frosted polycarbonate inserted window

Speed control

Refer to drawing A for Upper concealed structural
mechanism, connected to Lower floor

Structural Aluminum Frame connecting to
structural upper and lower mechanism

Rubber bumper

Roof finish

External contractor to fit mechanism to external electrics of the automation

Lower rotating motor mechanism

Lower Concealed
structural mechanism
connected to upper
floor, Visually hidden in
reality but shown for
reference on drawing

Rounded base disc flooring
connecting the frame to the

motors so to becomes an
independent structure

Edged Mullion to
encase large glass

pane within the frame

Emergency stop button

Recessed motion sensor applied to
both sides of the frame, ensuring tunnel
is clear of visitors and safe to rotate

Traffic light system which ensures
the monitored circulation,

if tunnel is about to revolve, light
turns red ensuring no entry

tunnel revolves to the new position
needed and  turns green when

stationary.
Connected to motion sensors

Button to press when tunnel is needed, after motion checks tunnel rotates to the needed direction.
Connected to the electics of the upper and lower motor mechanisms to move tunnel

Bespoke Rotating Tunnel
Scale: 1:30

Modular independent structure, to be constructed in parts
offsite and then brought together in situ after new flooring
slabs of the above floors are complete.

Structured based on the form of a revolving door.

Structural engineer to confirm the details.

Materials:
- Powder coated aluminum frame to support the structure independently, creating the tunnel

casework. Aluminum used to as a lightweight material to ensure ease of movement.
- LED lights used for the traffic light system, connected to the sensors and electric points which

indicate whether the tunnel is safe to enter or not, also a warning when light turns red to stop
people from entering due to the imminent rotation

- Mullion to support the glazing of the frosted window frames of the tunnel, the nature of the
structure needs to ensure the window is encased within the frame to avoid any undue
accidents.  Also made from Aluminum.

- Flooring disc to be aluminum, lightweight and has high resistance to corrosion, vital to the
function and placement, due to being located in a high circulatory area, external weathering
from shoes will ensure resistance. To be and inserted flush to the floor.

- Lower and upper rotating mechanism to be confirmed.
- External button sources located 4 times around the structure, see Ground Floor plan for

information, Accessible points from the wheelchair area also suggested.
- Electrical contractor to supply the button system.
- Upper and lower structural mechanism is encased within the structure and hidden from sight

made from aluminum due the the strength .
- Emergency stop button to be located within the tunnel and externally for users and bystanders

in case of emergency, The universal STOP switch in yellow and red will be placed at a
comfortable height of 1400mm for wheelchair users.

- Rubber bumper strip for safety.
- Single glazed frosted 6mm Polycarbonate, replacing the glass part of the window to ensure no

shatters which could be dangerous and affect the structure but also due to its lightweight
nature. The frosted aspect is derived from the concept model of the semi-private area.

- Single glazed necessary due to being indoor use only.
- Recessed motion sensor built into the tunnel to monitor circulation of the tunnel, a safety

feature is for the tunnel to sense the movement of a visitor and not move until the visitor has
moved on.

- 17mm low pile gripped mat carpet within the floor of the structure, to ensure safety and ease
of mobility of wheelchair users

- Upper canopy to contain structural system

Refer to drawing C section for detailing
of component at a 2 Dimensional scale.

Three dimensional drawing of component for initial reference of detail

Aluminum Frame

Steel beam support

Connection to Rotating
mechanism on both
upper and lower canopy
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Bespoke Rotating Tunnel
Scale: 1:30
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Axonometric showcasing the 
configuation of private and 

public areas

Public Voids

South Side of Building North Side of Building 

Private Voids

Interior Model Visual 
Technology controled pivoting 

Windows 
Physical Model Showcasing 

Pivoting window

Detail Application - Rotating Tunnel

Visual of The tunnel being used for 
the long stay user to circulate 

Visual of the tunnel turned to 
allow public circulation 

Technical Model displaying the one of the main design 
features in the space, located on the ground floor  

Click HERE for Plan View of rotating tunnel 

Click HERE for public 
circulation view

Click HERE for 
private circulation View 

Click HERE for cafe 
view of tunnel

Click HERE for overall view of tunnel

https://youtu.be/gyEF4C77qcI
https://youtube.com/shorts/O0cInaqX2rw?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/yz0Bc9R9EK8?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/P-fWnkkUUTA?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/T9MhvtmJRWs?feature=share

